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There is considerable motivation in the catalysis community and
chemical industry to envision a future where rational catalyst
design and targeted chemical process optimization become
standard. Achieving this goal for heterogeneous catalysis requires
a cultural shift centered around effective research data management. The core elements of modern catalysis research are
synthesis, characterization, and testing, while all can be elevated
by effective collection, correlation, interoperation, and exploitation of data between disciplines and stakeholders. Here, first
steps are made towards a holistic picture of an industrial Ni/Al2O3

reference catalyst for CO2 methanation. A range of conventional
and advanced characterization tools are applied to probe metal
particle size and pore characteristics of the support, selected as
crucial parameters for catalyst performance. Challenges are
shown with respect to current reporting of characterization data
and metadata, which ultimately influences the development and
reliability of digital twins in catalysis research. Furthermore, the
cooperation and combined expertise of diverse research groups
from different fields is recognized as essential to deliver meaningful progress towards the digital future of catalysis research.
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Introduction
Efficient collection, correlation, interoperation, and exploitation
of research data (herein defined as data management) is a
growing concern in catalysis research.[1,2] Considering only the
branch of heterogeneous catalysis, data management bridges
numerous disciplines including but not limited to: materials
chemistry, inorganic and organic synthesis, crystallography,
characterization based on spectroscopy, diffraction, or microscopy, computational chemistry, and real-world applications in
chemical and process engineering. Growing awareness of the
need for effective data management is evident within the
academic sphere by the common inclusion of mandatory datarelated content in funding proposals, affecting those on both
the national (e. g., funded NFDI4Cat project within Germany[2,3])
and international (e. g. European Commission funding[4]) level.
In modern heterogeneous catalysis research, catalyst characterization forms a central pillar and arguably possesses the
strongest individual connection to the other two pillars, namely
material synthesis, and performance testing or catalytic function. Characterization encompasses all manner of probes used
to define the physical structure and chemical function of the
catalyst. Understanding structure is naturally linked to the
concept of rational catalyst design, while understanding
chemical function leads to control and optimization of chemical
processes for maximum benefit. All this can be considered as
‘Holy Grail’, or targets of extreme interest and value to the
catalysis community and chemical industry. Consistent and
effective management of characterization data is therefore a
topic of urgent concern both now and in future research
scenarios, regardless of the specific chemical process to which it
is applied.
Aside from unavoidable errors such as differences in
instrumentation or experience level of the user, various levels of
complexity should ideally be considered during catalyst characterization. These include intrinsic heterogeneity of the catalyst
sample, physical sensitivity (e. g., surface or bulk) or chemical
sensitivity (e. g., crystalline or amorphous) of the measurement
method, or in the case of spatially resolved analysis the effective
resolution and/or dimensionality (e. g., 2D microscopy or 3D
tomography) of the measurement. Additional complexity is
present concerning in situ or operando methodology, whereby
characterization and catalytic performance testing are coupled,
and furthermore when considering transient or dynamic (rather
than static) operating conditions, which may be relevant for
real-world applications. For detailed and meaningful in situ and
operando studies, a broad general characterization of the
catalyst of interest is often a prerequisite. This might include
general elemental analysis, textural/porosity studies, structural
characterization and basic knowledge about the catalytic
performance in the reaction of interest. The essential point is
that no single characterization tool or strategy can adequately
describe catalyst complexity in a sufficient manner to reach the
ultimate aim of rational catalyst design and targeted chemical
process optimization. Following this logic, a collaborative and
inclusive effort of different research fields, connected by data
ChemCatChem 2022, 14, e202101878 (2 of 18)

management, is of fundamental importance to ensure robust
catalyst characterization. In the concept paper Catalysis 4.0,
named after the imminent fourth industrial revolution (also
known as Industry 4.0), Schlögl states that the research
community is currently equipped with all necessary tools for
accurate and complete description, prediction, and synthesis of
optimized catalytic materials for targeted chemical processes.[1]
In other words, rational catalyst design and process optimization is already feasible, but further collaborative efforts are
needed to address this challenge. In the context of characterization, initial efforts should focus on studying individual chosen
reaction and catalyst pairings in as much detail as possible.
However, this approach will only be meaningful when the
diverse characterization data obtained is interrelated to be
greater than the sum of its parts.
In the current work, we present early efforts towards
thorough characterization of a target catalyst and reaction
system, with the aim to demonstrate how collection and
interpretation of characterization data relies on a diverse and
interdisciplinary approach. The work is presented in the context
of the collaborative research program ‘DynaKat – Catalysts and
Reactors under Dynamic Conditions for Energy Storage and
Conversion’.[5,6] Here we select methanation of CO2 over an
industrial standard Ni/Al2O3 catalyst (labelled SPP2080-IMRC) as
a target material and process. SPP2080-IMRC in this respect
stands for “Industrial Methanation Reference Catalyst” of the
SPP2080 priority program[6] of the German Research Foundation
(DFG). In addition to being a useful starting point as a relatively
facile gas-phase heterogeneously catalyzed reaction, CO2
methanation is also an important topic in the context of
chemical energy storage, future energy scenarios based on
hydrogen economy and decentralized energy supply, and
carbon management (where CO2 is derived from waste
emissions rather than direct capture). The chosen catalyst is
intended as a reference point and benchmark between the
diverse research consortia represented by the co-authors within
the SPP2080 project. In terms of characterization, we selected
two properties regarded as crucial for effective catalytic
performance and which can be probed to a certain extent using
multiple characterization methods. These are firstly the size
distribution of active metal species, and secondly the pore
system characteristics of the catalyst support. While the active
sites are fundamentally responsible for catalytic reaction and
turnover, the support properties govern the delivery of reactant
molecules to, and product molecules from, these sites. The
above parameters and their related characterization data are
therefore ideal for an exploration into consistency of data and
representativity of different characterization methods with
respect to the catalytic active sites and support phase. This
work highlights challenges associated with reporting information from catalyst characterization and performance testing.
Tackling these are essential steps towards a “digital twin” of the
catalyst. While no clear answer exists yet on how to overcome
the challenges, the aim is to stimulate the whole catalysis
community to find solutions together with other disciplines,
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Figure 1. SEM images of a cut half sphere of the SPP2080-IMRC. (a) Overview of the cut half sphere, (b) magnified view indicating presence of spherical
macropores, (c) further magnification indicates presence of mesopores in the material.

i. e., engineering, physics, material science, data science,
mathematics, among others.

Results and Discussion
Porosity and Textural Properties
The SPP2080-IMRC catalyst particles are of approximately
spherical shape as illustrated in the SEM image Figure 1a (cut
half sphere) and the micro-X-ray computed tomogram (μ-XCT)
of a single catalyst particle in Figure 3a. The particles have a
spherical diameter of about 2.5 mm. The SEM images in
Figure 1 indicate the presence of spherical macropores (Figure 1b) and mesopores (Figure 1c) in the material. One aim of
this work is the detailed evaluation of the porosity within the
SPP2080-IMRC, which is a basis for future simulation and
modulation studies allowing for detailed description of the
mass transport properties of the catalyst.

Conventional Porosity Characterization
The pore system of SPP2080-IMRC was first investigated by
conventional porosity characterization methods operating on
the bulk sample volume, i. e. N2 sorption (Figure 2a, b) and Hg
porosimetry (Figure 2c). The catalyst was investigated in
powder form in addition to porosimetry of the whole pellet, to
distinguish any influence of sample preparation on the macropores structures observed previously by SEM (Figure 1b). N2

sorption isotherms of both pellet and powder (Figure 2a) can
be described as type IV isotherms with a H1 hysteresis
according to IUPAC classification,[7] typical for mesoporous
materials. A narrow pore width distribution is found by both
methods, with maxima at 9.2 nm (both samples, N2 sorption),
9.6 nm and 10.4 nm (pellet and powder sample, Hg porosimetry), respectively. The smaller pore width determined by N2
sorption compared to Hg porosimetry can be explained by the
systematic underestimation of the BJH method used in N2
sorption for measuring mesopores < 20 nm.[8] Notably, the N2
sorption isotherms in Figure 2a do not reach a plateau at high
p/p0 values, indicating the presence of some additional pore
volume. Apart from this, conventional porosimetry methods
characterize the SPP2080-IMRC as essentially mesoporous, given
the lack of distinct pore volume in the range of 50–10000 nm as
probed by Hg porosimetry (Figure 2c). Complementary porosity
values based on skeletal densities as measured by He
pycnometry are given together with quantitative data from
conventional porosity analysis in Table 1 and Table S1, ESI.
Despite the good agreement of N2 sorption and Hg
porosimetry data in terms of the pore width of SPP2080-IMRC,
the specific pore volume determined by these methods exhibit
large differences (Table S1, ESI). For both pellet and powder, the
total pore volume from Hg porosimetry is more than
0.2 cm 3 g 1 larger when compared to the specific pore volume
from N2 sorption. These large differences indicate the presence
of substantial network effects. Studying such network effects is
in principle possible with Hg porosimetry by, for example, an
analysis of the extrusion curve with varying dwell time at each
data point.[8] However, this is tedious and results may be

Figure 2. Conventional porosity data of SPP2080-IMRC pellet and powder samples; (a) N2 sorption isotherms, (b) pore width distribution from N2 sorption;
(c) pore width distribution (solid lines) and cumulative specific pore volume (dashed lines) from Hg porosimetry.
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Table 1. Results of the pore structure analysis of SPP2080-IMRC by
conventional characterization (N2 sorption, Hg porosimetry and He
pycnometry) and tomography methods. For conventional characterization
whole catalysts pellets and a crushed sieve fraction as powder (100–
300 μm) were studied. The calculated parameters are specific surface area
(ABET), pore width by N2 sorption (wP,N2), mesopore width (wP,meso), macropore width (wP,macro), mesoporosity (ɛm), macroporosity (ɛM) and total
porosity (ɛtot).

2

1

ABET [m g ]
wP,N2 [nm]
wP,meso [nm]
wP,macro [μm]
ɛm [%]
ɛM [%]
ɛtot [%]

Pellet

Powder

Tomography

149
9.2
9.6
n.a.[a]
69.3
1.1
70.4

144
9.2
10.4
n.a.[a]
61.9
7.9
69.8

n.a.[a]
n.a. [a]
14 � 7[b]
1.43 � 0.48[c]
43.5[d]
24.2[c]
65.7[d]

[a] Not applicable; [b] from ET; [c] from HXCT; [d] from combined ET and
HXCT results.

influenced by Hg remaining in the pores after each intrusion/
extrusion analysis cycle. As the SEM images indicate the
presence of macropores within the material, which were not
found by conventional methods, the pore system of SPP2080IMRC was additionally studied using 3D imaging techniques. In
principle, analysis of the SEM images can also be used to
estimate the macropore diameter, but this is limited to 2D
information and depends on precise bisection of each macropore into a hemisphere, which is a disadvantage compared to
the applied tomographic techniques.

Tomography-Based Porosity Characterization
To investigate all relevant length scales of the SPP2080-IMRC, a
combination of different 3D imaging methods is necessary.[9–12]
For the pore system, length scales from nm to μm have to be
covered, while the catalyst particle itself ranges to mm. The
combination of different 3D imaging techniques was previously
reported for several examples in order to study pore structures
of catalysts and functional materials.[9,13–19] Here, we selected
laboratory X-ray microtomography (μ-XCT), synchrotron radiation-based holographic X-ray computed tomography (HXCT)
and electron tomography (ET) as suitable techniques to cover
relevant length scales from nm to mm as shown in Figure 3.
The obtained quantitative results describing the pore structure
based on the tomography methods are summarized in Table 1.
The μ-XCT of a whole SPP2080-IMRC particle shown in
Figure 3a, b exhibits an isotropic voxel size of 2.67 μm. Therefore, the overall particle shape and large macropores can be
studied by μ-XCT. Figure 3b shows the segmentation of the
SPP2080-IMRC particle into porous solid (grey) and pores
(orange) labels based on thresholding. The identified macropores are isolated and of spherical shape, as shown in
Figure 3b. The porosity (ɛ) weighted equivalent spherical
diameter (deq) distribution of the pores is plotted in Figure 3c.
The general definitions of ɛ and deq for the tomograms are
provided in eq. 4 and 5. The calculated porosity derived from μXCT is 0.7 %. This indicates that only few macropores with
ChemCatChem 2022, 14, e202101878 (4 of 18)

diameters above 3 μm are present in the sample, distributed
rather homogeneously within the particle volume. However, as
indicated by the SEM images (Figure 1) and the small porosity
contribution in Figure 3c, smaller macropores are expected to
be present. Therefore, the low resolution limit of μ-XCT is not
enough to study the whole relevant macropore range.
To study macropores in the nm to the lower μm range,
HXCT was performed on a crushed particle (diameter about
50 μm) of the SPP2080-IMRC after testing in CO2 methanation
reaction. The resulting HXCT volume data is shown in Figure 3d–f, with an isotropic voxel size of 25 nm. The estimated
mean resolutions by fitting with a hyperbolic tangent function
and by an edge-profile analysis (Figure S3, ESI) were ca. 94 nm
and 54 nm, respectively. One can clearly identify the spherically
shaped macropores of the catalyst, while different macropore
sizes can be readily observed in Figure 3e, f. The ɛ weighted
distribution of deq as plotted in Figure 3g reveals a mean deq of
1.43 � 0.48 μm, while the overall porosity derived from the
HXCT data is 24.2 %, which is defined as the macroporosity (ɛM)
obtained by 3D imaging (see Table 1). This clearly shows that
the majority of macropores on the basis of volume are in the
pore size range of about 0.5 to 2.5 μm (Figure 3g). The pores
observed previously by μ-XCT are only a few larger macropores
contributing relatively little to the particle porosity, which are
also found as outliers within the HXCT porosity analysis
(Figure 3g). It should be further noted that the macropores
seem to be well separated in the HXCT data, similarly to the μXCT data.
To study the presence of mesopores (< 50 nm), ET was
carried out on two particles (ET1 and ET2, diameters about
400 nm) of the SPP2080-IMRC, which were selected and crushed
after testing in CO2 methanation reaction. The resulting ET
volumes are shown in Figure 3h, i for ET1 and ET2, with isotropic
voxel sizes of 0.29 nm and 0.58 nm, respectively. Contrary to
the μ-XCT and HXCT results, a connected mesopore network
was found in both ET volumes as shown in Figure 3h, i with the
total pores label (orange). The mesopores identified by ET show
no clear spherical shapes, which limits the representativeness of
the deq analysis of separated pores applied previously for μ-XCT
and HXCT data. Therefore, a pore network model of separated
individually labelled pores (Figure S4, ESI) connected by pore
throats was derived. The throat volume weighted distributions
(dthroat) of the derived pore network models are plotted in
Figure 3j for both ET. Mean dthroat values of 12 � 7 nm and 15 �
7 nm were found for the mesopore network in particles ET1
and ET2, respectively. These values can be compared with the
mean deq values, which were larger with 16 � 7 nm and 24 �
8 nm for ET1 and ET2, respectively (Figure S4, Table S2, ESI).
This confirms the overestimation of pore diameter by the deq
spherical pore assumption for mesopores found by ET, validating use of the pore throat values as an alternative. The ɛ values
of ET1 and ET2 are 56.4 % and 58.4 %, respectively. The average
of the mean dthroat of the two ET volumes is taken as the
mesopore width (wP,meso), while the mesoporosity (ɛm) of 43.5 %
was calculated using the average of the ɛ for ET1 and ET2, and
considering the nanoporous solid of the HXCT volume to have
that porosity.
© 2022 The Authors. ChemCatChem published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 3. Characterization of the pore structure of the SPP2080-IMRC catalyst by X-ray microtomography (μ-XCT, a–c), holographic X-ray computed
tomography (HXCT, d–g) and electron tomography (ET, h-j). (a) volume rendering of the SPP2080-IMRC particle studied by μ-XCT, (b) illustration of the porous
solid (grey) and pores (orange) labels after segmentation, with a cut of the porous solid label to highlight the pores, (c) porosity (ɛ) weighted distribution of
the equivalent spherical pore diameter (deq) of the macropores identified by μ-XCT. (d) volume rendering of segmented HXCT data with nanoporous solid
(grey) and pores (orange) labels, (e, f) cuts through the volume with individually labelled pores (8 bit color code) and nanoporous solid (grey) showing isolated
spherical macropores, (g) porosity (ɛ) weighted distribution of deq of the pores identified by HXCT. (h, i) Volume rendering of ET data from two different
sample particles (ET1, ET2), each showing the whole particle with solid (grey) and pores (orange) labels and derived pore network models with solid (grey),
individual pores (red) and connecting pore throats (blue), (j) throat volume weighted distribution of the pore throat diameter (dthroat) of the ETs.

Comparison of Conventional and Tomography-Based Porosity
Characterization
The present case clearly illustrates the importance and power of
applying advanced imaging techniques in addition to conventional methods when attempting to characterize the pore
structure of catalysts. Conventional methods, i. e., N2 sorption
and Hg porosimetry failed to reveal significant presence of
macropores within the SPP2080-IMRC, neither in pellet nor
powder form. While the obtained total porosities (ɛtot, Table 1)
are well in agreement for conventional and imaging-based
characterization, the distribution of pore sizes constituting the
total porosity were very different. Tomography studies showed
significant presence of macropores accounting to a macroporosity of 24.2 %, which was not found by N2 sorption and Hg
porosimetry. This might be explained by the isolated nature of
the spherical macropores identified by imaging studies, which
most presumably are connected to each other by a mesopore
network as observed by ET. This would additionally explain the
ChemCatChem 2022, 14, e202101878 (5 of 18)

agreement of the ɛtot between tomography and conventional
methods, as especially Hg porosimetry probes the pore opening
rather than the pore body.[8] The dthroat analysis of the ET data is
close to the values found by conventional characterization
methods and thus wP,meso (Table 1) matches quite well between
the methods. However, the deq analysis of the ET results in
significantly larger pore sizes, which might be explained by
incorrect assumption of spherical pore shapes, or sensitivity to
the pore body rather than the pore throat. This is contrary to
mathematical assumptions of the conventional methods, while
such differences between tomography and conventional characterization have been reported previously.[15]
In general, differences of the results obtained by tomography and conventional characterization of catalyst pore
structures are commonly known,[13,15,20–22] while the present
example in this study is an extreme case. However, if the
SPP2080-IMRC should serve as a reference material and to
create a “digital twin” of the material, a detailed and correct
knowledge of the pore structure is inevitably needed. An
© 2022 The Authors. ChemCatChem published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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incorrect pore model would result in inaccurate descriptions of
heat and mass transport in the “digital twin”, which would
further complicate reaction kinetics studies based on comparing
modelling and empirical data. As shown here, roughly 33 % of
the total porosity would be incorrectly defined by relying only
on conventional methods, i. e., N2 sorption or Hg porosimetry.
In this respect, it can be concluded that relying only on
conventional analysis and reporting or using only mean values
of parameters such as mean pore diameter will not provide
sufficient detail to allow creation of an accurate digital model
for a given material in the future. However, the same is arguably
also true for advanced pore characterization techniques when
applied individually to complex hierarchically porous samples.
For example, ET completely fails in this example to characterize
macropore or large mesopore structures, since these are on the
same length scale as the entire sample body which can feasibly
be measured when using electrons as the probe. On the other
hand, even hard X-ray nanotomography methods such as HXCT
applied at the most modern synchrotron light sources available
cannot currently provide sufficient resolution to analyze small
mesopores or micropores. The logical conclusion is that the
complementary characteristics and applicable length scales of
different tomographic methods should optimally be combined
to produce an accurate description of porosity in complex
samples. As advanced imaging techniques are only local
techniques compared to the conventional ones, a careful
sample selection is required ensuring highest possible representativity of the selected sample compared to average information from conventional methods. The generation of a “digital
twin” based on ET analysis using also information like
connectivity or constrictivity was recently reported for the
mesopore network of porous silica, although only as a model
system.[23] Based on the tomographic characterization future
development of sophisticated pore network models, e. g.,
creation of imaging based mathematical models,[23] resistor
networks,[24] or others are possible but out of scope of this
work. In the current work, the reconstructed segmented tomograms are available online and are open access, which helps to
facilitate the development of advanced pore network models in
the future. The pore network models that can be obtained from
imaging studies can be applied for a detailed description of
mass transport phenomena in the catalyst, allowing different
levels of complexity.[22]

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) Studies
The Ni particle size of the SPP2080-IMRC was investigated by
TEM as shown in Figure 4. For TEM studies, a spent catalyst
sample after testing in CO2 methanation reaction conditions up
to 673 K was studied. In Figure 4a, b the exemplary bright field
(BF) and HAADF-STEM images clearly show the presence of
small Ni nanoparticles with diameters below 2 nm. 875 Ni
particles were analyzed using eight different HAADF-STEM
images resulting in the Ni particle size distribution shown in
Figure 4c and a calculated mean Ni particle size of 0.8 nm �
0.4 nm in the SPP2080-IMRC after catalytic testing.

Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD) and Pair Distribution Function
(PDF) Analysis
The PXRD shows broad Bragg reflections that fit the theoretical
calculated powder pattern of γ-Al2O3 (Figure 5a). As shown
above ICP-OES detected 8.6 wt.% Ni, which corresponds to
10.9 wt.% NiO or 14.4 mol% NiO. This phase is hardly visible in
the PXRD. After reduction in 25 vol.% H2 for 1 h at 773 K, a Nifcc
phase evolves. Again, the phase shows low signal and broad
Bragg peaks, which are indicative of a very small Ni particle size.
This makes total scattering analysis necessary for further
investigation of the Ni species, since the relevant Bragg peaks
overlap strongly with those of the porous γ-Al2O3 support.
PDF analysis is a powerful method to characterize nanoscale
materials. The PDF is obtained by Fourier transformation of the
total scattering signal and represents the histogram of all
interatomic distances in the sample. Hence, it is perfectly suited

Elemental and Structural Analysis
Elemental Analysis
Elemental analysis of the catalysts was carried out by ICP-OES.
The Ni content of the catalyst is 8.6 wt.%. Furthermore, Ca, Co,
Cr, Cu, Fe, Mg, Na, and Zn were determined. While those
elements were below the detection limit, only Fe was present in
traces of 0.01 wt.%.

ChemCatChem 2022, 14, e202101878 (6 of 18)

Figure 4. (a) Bright field (BF)-TEM and (b) HAADF-STEM images of the
SPP2080-IMRC after testing in CO2 methanation reaction showing small Ni
nanoparticles. (c) Ni particle size distribution (total of 875 Ni particles) for the
analysis of eight different HAADF-STEM images.
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Figure 5. (a) PXRD with broad peaks for Al2O3 and calculated powder pattern
for comparison. The NiO and Ni phase consist of broad humps. The visible
Bragg reflections of the Ni phase in the reduced catalyst are denoted by
stars. (b) Two phase PDF refinement of reduced catalyst using Nifcc (brown)
and γ-Al2O3 (orange) as a starting structure. The difference (green) between
experimental data (blue circles) and refined data (red curve) lead to a Rw of
0.31.

to characterize the catalyst material, which contains a defectrich γ-Al2O3 support and very small Ni nanoparticles. For
elucidating the contributions of the active phase, a two-phase
refinement is used for the inactive pre-catalyst (NiO/γ-Al2O3)
(see Figure S5, ESI) and the active catalyst after reduction with
H2 (Ni/γ-Al2O3, Figure 5b). For the Al2O3 phase, a cubic (inverse
�
spinel) Fd3m
crystal structure is employed as a starting
structure with Al3 + cations on tetrahedral and octahedral spinel
positions, as well as additional Al3 + cations on non-spinel
� space group was used in case of the NiO
positions.[25] A Fm3m
and Ni phases. For all phases, the refined parameters comprise
the lattice and isotropic thermal parameters, as well as a
dampening function, which accounts for spherical particles of
finite crystallite size. The domain size is visible in the decaying
G(r) signal for increasing distances. For both refinements, a
ChemCatChem 2022, 14, e202101878 (7 of 18)

goodness of fit Rw = 0.31 was achieved, which is an adequate
value, given the defect-rich support material. The lattice
parameter and thermal parameters of Al2O3 are larger in the
active Ni/Al2O3 because it was measured at 673 K instead of
298 K. The molar content of the NiO and Ni phase is refined to
14 %, and 19 %, respectively, matching well the ICP-OES results.
As a volume method, the PDF is well-suited to characterize
small average particle sizes. For NiO the particle size is refined
to 1.9 nm. By calculating the Ni-density in NiO and Ni, a particle
size of 1.1 nm is expected after reduction, similarly to the TEM
results on an activated catalyst sample. Instead, the particle size
increases after reduction to 3.2 nm. This highlights that some
sintering might have occurred in the reduction step. The refined
particle size of Ni in the active catalyst is larger than observed
by TEM (ca. 0.8 nm). The size difference of the Ni species in the
activated SPP2080-IMRC between TEM and PDF data of ca.
2 nm might be explained by different reasons. First, the
activated samples were obtained by different treatments, i. e.,
for PDF analysis in situ activation in a capillary reactor with
1 mm diameter equipped with a hot-air blower was used, while
for TEM, the sample was treated in a laboratory continuous flow
reactor with an active temperature control (setup description in
Ref. [26]). Although the hot-air blower was calibrated using a
thermocouple, the absolute temperature cannot be controlled
precisely as in the laboratory reactor and inhomogeneous
heating by the hot-air blower (bottom is hotter than top of the
capillary) cannot be avoided. This problem is known in the
community and such gradients might easily span more than
40 K from the bottom to top of the reactor.[27] Both effects can
lead to unwanted higher temperatures than the applied 773 K
during the reduction step and consequently to more sintering
in the reduction step. This highlights that precise reporting of
specific reactor setups and typical operating conditions within
or between those setups should be considered as essential
metadata in the catalysis community, which is often not
adequately performed.
The parameters of the Al2O3 phase are refined to very similar
values for the two samples, underlining the robustness of the
refinement strategy. The Al3 + cations occupy 27 % and 30 %
non-spinel positions in the NiO/Al2O3 and the reduced Ni/Al2O3
sample, respectively. Notably, the difference curves of the two
refinements are very similar, indicating that the residual
structural signal in the difference curves stem from the Al2O3
phase. To explore this further, we aimed to eliminate the Al2O3
contribution by calculating a difference-PDF (d-PDF), for which
we subtract the scattering signal of the NiO/Al2O3 sample from
the reduced Ni/Al2O3 sample during PDF calculation. Hence, the
resulting d-PDF contains positive contributions from Ni and
negative contributions of NiO, as the NiO is entirely reduced to
Ni in the reduction step and thus disappears. The d-PDF
refinement with Ni as positive and NiO as negative phase leads
to a better goodness of fit of Rw = 0.24 (see Figure S6, ESI),
confirming the assumption that short-range disorder of the
Al2O3 is present, which is not adequately described by the
model used for the Al2O3.[25] The values for the refined
parameters of the Ni phase in the d-PDF fit and in the twophase fits are in good agreement (see Table S3, ESI). The values
© 2022 The Authors. ChemCatChem published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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for the average displacement parameters Biso for the NiO are
slightly higher with 1.01 Å2 vs 0.42 Å2 and 2.09 Å2 vs 1.44 Å2 for
Biso(Ni) and Biso(O), compared to the 2-phase fit. The particle size
is with 2.4 nm slightly higher than 1.9 nm in the 2-phase fit. The
lattice parameter a was refined to 4.171 Å, which is around
0.013 Å lower than in the 2-phase fit, but is in better agreement
with literature values for the lattice parameter of cubic NiO.[28]

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) Studies
XAS is a powerful tool to characterize amorphous materials, due
to its short-range sensitivity.[29,30] The XANES (X-ray absorption
near-edge structure) region of a XAS spectrum gives information about the oxidation state of the absorbing atom and the
local structure in a fingerprinting manner. In Figure 6a, the
XANES spectra obtained of the non-activated and activated

species of the catalyst are shown. Hereby it can be seen that
the edge position shifts from 8345 eV which is typical for Ni(II)species, to 8333 eV which indicates Ni(0)-species. The observed
shape of the activated species is quite comparable to those
seen for decomposed MOF pre-catalysts in previous work. For
these pre-catalysts, a mixture of Ni(0) and Ni(II) species are
present on carbon support.[31]
Further EXAFS analysis was performed to get information
about structural parameters (see Table S4, ESI). Figure 6b shows
the Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra of the investigated
samples. The inactive form (NiO/Al2O3) of the catalyst was
measured ex situ as a pellet in transmission mode. 6 Ni O pairs
at 2.05 Å fit to literature values of NiO[32] and NiO/Al2O3 in
literature (2.06 Å),[33] especially if these results are compared
with smaller NiO particles, since the Ni O distance decreases
with smaller particle size.[34] Also, the Ni Ni distance of 2.96 Å in
the 2nd shell fits the literature distance of 3.0 Å.[33] However, the
Ni Al pair around 4.0 Å shows a different distance than the
literature (4.13 Å).[35] Noticeable is the intense peak for Ni O
distance around 2 Å and less intense peak around 3 Å is
reversed for NiO without support, meaning that Ni Ni peak is
more intense than the Ni O signal.[32,34] Such an effect has been
observed previously by Shido et al. for Ni/Al2O3 catalysts.[35]
The activated catalyst was measured after reduction with H2
in situ in a capillary setup in fluorescence mode. Even though
no further changes in XANES were observed at this point, there
is still some Ni O at 1.97 Å visible which is necessary for a good
fit. Additionally, the Ni Ni distance from NiO at 2.96 Å is still
needed. For Ni(0) species, a Ni Ni pair at 2.45 Å can be found,
which fits the Nifcc distance. The 1.5 Ni O pairs are referring to
1
=4 of a full NiO 1st shell (6 pairs), 5.7 Ni Ni pairs, on the other
hand, are roughly half of a full Nifcc first shell of 12 atoms. This
means the results are consistent with a mixture of both species
as also observed in XANES data. The Ni Ni distance of 3.44 Å is
smaller than in bulk Nifcc, which could be a particle size effect
indicating the presence of small nanoparticles, in line with the
TEM and PDF results. This is supported by the fits of higher
distances in the activated species, since the coordination
numbers are lower than in bulk Ni. These fits result in Ni with
higher vacancies, due to small particles.[32,34] Overall typical
distances of Nifcc and NiO[32,34] as well as Ni/Al2O3[35] were found.

Temperature-Programmed and Surface Analysis
Temperature-Programmed Reduction (TPR)

Figure 6. (a) Ni K-edge XANES spectra of the SPP2080-IMRC. The nonactivated catalyst was measured ex situ in transmission mode, and the
activated catalyst measured in situ in fluorescence mode. (b) Fourier-transformed experimental k3χ(k) EXAFS functions of the SPP2080-IMRC. Solid lines
show experimental spectra and dotted lines show the theoretical fits from
EXAFS analysis.
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The H2-TPR profiles for SPP2080-IMRC powder and spheres
(samples coincide with those from conventional porosity
analysis) are compared with a physical mixture (PM) of NiO and
Al2O3. To ensure good comparability, all samples contain similar
Ni loadings, which are used to normalize the TCD signal in
Figure 7. NiO typically reduces to Ni0 between 473 and 573 K,
depending on particle size, support material and confinement
within pores.[36,37] Correspondingly, the physical mixture of NiO
powder and Ni-free Al2O3 shows a reduction peak with a
maximum at 545 K. The SPP2080-IMRC samples also exhibit
© 2022 The Authors. ChemCatChem published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 7. TPR profiles for the SPP2080-IMRC (56 mg, ωNi = 8.6 wt.%) powder,
sphere, as well as a physical mixture (PM) of NiO and Al2O3 (54 mg,
ωNi = 8.2 wt.%), profiles show the normalized intensity of the thermal
conductivity detector (TCD) by the corresponding Ni mass, dT/
dt = 10 K min 1, FH2/Ar = 30 NmL min 1, 10 vol.% H2 in Ar.

pronounced peaks close to the maximum of the physical
mixture, indicating significant amounts of bulk NiO. Earlier
reduction signals might be an indication for the presence of
Ni2O3.[38] In contrast to the physical mixture, the SPP2080-IMRC
additionally displays a broad TCD signal between 623 and
1173 K. The peak slightly above 773 K typically corresponds to
Ni2 + incorporated into octahedral voids in the alumina lattice[39]
or into the NiAl2O4 framework,[38] while a distinction between
both is difficult due to similar crystallographic structures. In
both configurations, the reduction of Ni2 + to Ni0 is inhibited
due to its strong binding within the crystal. The partial
incorporation is also supported by Ni Al interactions found by
XAS and the absence of clear NiO reflections in the PXRD.
Therefore, it can be assumed that Ni is present as small NiO
particles as well as partly incorporated into the support
structure.

H2 Chemisorption and CO2 Temperature-Programmed
Desorption with Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier
Transformed Spectroscopy (DRIFTS)
For an accurate and holistic description of the employed
catalyst, information regarding the number of potential active
sites for H2 and CO2 adsorption and their nature is required.
Regarding the former, pulsed chemisorption experiments were
carried out and the results are compiled in Table 2. Directly
after saturating the surface with CO2 by pulsed chemisorption, a
temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) experiment was
used to determine the adsorption strength of the adsorbed
species, while DRIFTS were performed in parallel to unravel the

Figure 8. DRIFT spectra after exposing the catalyst to 2 vol.% CO2 in He at
303 K. Black solid line: measured spectra, blue shaded area: fitted peak for
carboxylates (COOH ), red-shaded area: fitted peak for formates (HCOO ),
red dashed line: sum spectra.

CO2 adsorption configuration allowing to characterize the
nature of the active sites further. For an adsorbed species to be
relevant in the catalytic turnover, its binding strength can
neither be too weak, i. e. it desorbs at temperatures below the
catalytic onset temperature, nor too strong as an excessive
adsorption strength would lead to catalyst poisoning. In fact,
previous research has proven the beneficial effect of sites with
“intermediate” CO2 adsorption strength from which CO2 would
desorb at temperatures between 473 and 673 K corresponding
to
expected
reaction
temperatures
for
the
CO2
methanation.[40,41] The CO2 desorption trace (Figure S8, ESI)
shows two distinct desorption peaks – a small, yet sharp peak
at around 373 K indicative for sites where CO2 binds only
weakly and a second significantly larger feature centered
around 598 K corresponding to adsorption sites, which exhibits
the desired intermediate basicity. In line with the previous
results, the DRIFTS analysis (Figure 8) of the CO2 adsorption
configuration reveals the formation of two different species –
formate (HCOO ) and carboxylate (COOH ) as indicated by the
absorption bands at 1400 and 1533 cm 1, respectively.[42,43] The
absence of any features related with carbonate species even
after a prolonged exposition time of 120 min suggests that
either species is formed via a mechanism involving CO2
adsorption on AlVIcus sites at the metal-support perimeter

Table 2. Summary of the CO2 and H2 chemisorption experiments performed at 303 and 323 K, respectively. The metallic surface area and metal dispersion
are calculated based on the H2 chemisorption measurements according to eq. 1 and 2. The experimental error was estimated based on the standard
deviation determined in three consecutive H2 chemisorption experiments.

Ni-Al2O3

CO2 uptake [μmol g 1]

H2 uptake [μmol g 1]

Metallic surface area [m2 g 1]

Dispersion [%]

62

77 � 5

6.0 � 0.4

10.1 � 0.6
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followed by a rapid hydrogenation with residual H atoms
spilling over to the perimeter, rather than a mechanism
involving CO2 adsorption as carbonate species.[44,45]

ethane and propane were formed with the total selectivity
below 1.1 % (Figure S9b, ESI).

Catalytic Testing Results in a Single Tubular Fixed-bed Reactor
Catalytic Activity Studies
Two different catalytic testing approaches are considered. First,
long-term activity tests were conducted with crushed SPP2080IMRC powder at low temperatures, low flow rates and high
pressures. On the other hand, short-term activity tests with
SPP2080-IMRC in its original shape and the crushed power are
conducted at higher temperature and flow rates, but at lower
pressures. Additionally, the results of the latter are compared to
kinetic models from literature. Due to the different test
conditions, evidence about the catalyst behavior over a wide
operating range is possible.

Catalytic Testing Results from the Parallel Tubular Fixed-bed
Reactor System
The catalyst was tested at different reaction temperatures (473–
573 K) as shown in Figure 9a. Both CO2 conversion and
selectivity to CH4 were almost unchanged with time-on-stream
at each reaction temperature. The contact time was varied by
using different catalyst amounts to achieve different degrees of
CO2 conversion (Figure 9b, Figure S9a, ESI). Moreover, CO2
conversion increased along with the reaction temperature until
523 K and tended towards the thermodynamic equilibrium at
higher temperatures (Figure S9a, ESI). CH4 was found to be the
main product with the selectivity above 98.9 %, regardless of
the reaction temperature and contact time (Figure 9a, Figure S9b, ESI). No CO was observed, whereas minor amounts of

As shown in Figure 10, the SPP2080-IMRC behaves very differently in its original spherical shape compared to the powder. In
both cases, measurable CO2 conversions (Figure 10a) are
present at temperatures of 523 K, which increase with temperature. In the powder case, the conversion rises much quicker
and approaches the thermodynamic equilibrium as the temperature rises to 773 K. At 773 K, the catalyst powder converts
about twice as much CO2 as the spheres, thus indicating a
strong influence of mass transport limitations in the spheres.
The same can be observed for the formation rate of the
products CO and CH4, which is expressed by the CH4 selectivity
(Figure 10b). The catalyst spheres show the highest CH4
selectivity at low temperatures, which significantly decreases
with increasing temperature. The catalyst powder behaves
similarly at temperatures up to 623 K, where a local minimum
of CH4 selectivity is present. At higher temperatures, the
selectivity increases again until reaching a local maximum
before decreasing again. Accordingly, the powder shows a
higher CH4 selectivity for temperatures above 647 K. Based on
the observed mass transport limitations, further detailed macrokinetic studies are required to understand the reason for them
in connection to the catalyst pore structure.
The methanation kinetic models of Burger et al.[46] (coprecipitated catalyst, 44 wt.% NiAlOx) and Lalinde et al.[47] (OMA30Ni-500, ~ 30 wt.% NiO on Al2O3) were extrapolated to the
conditions of this study. Assuming that the powder measurements represent the intrinsic kinetics, the SPP2080-IMRC is far
more active than the catalyst used by Lalinde et al.,[47] but less
selective up to a temperature of about 673 K. Compared to the

Figure 9. (a) Conversion of CO2 (blue) and CH4 selectivity (red) as a function of time on stream at different reaction temperatures. Reaction conditions:
mcat = 0.075 g, 473–573 K, 10 bar, H2/CO2/N2 = 0.8/0.2/9, flow rate = 12 mL min 1. (b) The conversion of CO2 as a function of contact time at 498 K.
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Figure 10. CO2 conversion (a), CH4 selectivity (b) as well CH4 and CO formation rates (c) for SPP2080-IMRC spheres and powder. Reaction conditions:
mcat = 0.030 g, 523–773 K, 1.2 bar, H2/CO2/He = 0.1/0.4/0.5, flow rate = 200 mL min 1.

catalyst used by Burger et al.,[46] the SPP2080-IMRC is also far
less selective and less active. However, it should be noted that
the SPP2080-IMRC also exhibits a smaller Ni mass fraction of
8.6 wt.% (Lalinde et al. 23.6 wt.%,[47] Burger et al. 44 wt.%[46]).
For a deeper understanding of how the catalyst particle size
influences the product formation rates, Arrhenius plots in a
temperature range from 523 to 623 K are given in Figure 10c.
This temperature range is assumed to be sufficiently far from
the thermodynamic equilibrium, such that it does not influence
the reaction rates. In the Arrhenius plot, the CO formation rate
(dash-dotted lines) of both powder and spheres show approximately the same slope, indicating no significant influence of
the particle size on the temperature dependence of this
component formation rate. Only the CH4 formation rate of the
spheres (solid gray line) significantly deviates from a straight
line and, thus, indicates a strong influence of the particle size
and the corresponding mass transport limitation. The reason for
the different behavior of the formation rates is the result of the
complex interplay of reaction and diffusion kinetics within the
catalyst particles. However, further kinetic studies are necessary
to explain this result in detail.
In summary, by using two different catalytic setups, the
SPP2080-IMRC was tested at various conditions. The catalyst
was found to be stable over a time period of at least 11 days.
The activity and selectivity of the crushed catalyst spheres is
comparable to those found in literature. For all experimental
conditions, CH4 was the main product, but CO started forming
at elevated temperatures in significant amounts. Ethane and
propane could also be detected in minor amounts. Furthermore, significant differences in the catalytic performance
between the spheres and crushed power are present, which
were traced back to the influence of mass transport limitations.

Summarized Discussion of the Results in the Frame ‘Digitization
in Catalysis Research’
Progressing from individual investigation of catalysts or reactions, towards concerted efforts in terms of rational catalyst
design and targeted process optimization, is a monumental
ChemCatChem 2022, 14, e202101878 (11 of 18)

challenge facing the catalysis community and chemical industry. The current work demonstrates the scale of cooperation
needed to address these challenges for a single specific case
study. In heterogeneous catalysis research, there are several
layers of information which are important to consider: (i) synnthesis parameters and post-synthetic treatment/modification,
(ii) characterization data along with instrumental and measurement related metadata, (iii) catalytic performance data (activity,
selectivity, yield, turnover) along with instrumental and measurement related metadata. As the catalyst used throughout this
work comes from a single batch of an industrial reference
sample, synthesis parameters can be regarded as a constant,
leaving the main focus on catalyst characterization. However,
catalytic studies involving synthesis should carefully consider
point (i) as one of the three layers of information.
The purpose of characterization and correlating catalytic
performance with materials properties of the catalyst, is to
promote an in-depth understanding of catalytic function and
operation. According to the blueprint of Catalysis 4.0,[1] rational
catalyst design, the creation of digital twins for target catalysts
and processes, and the proper integration of data and metadata
in the context of catalysis research are the end goals. An
essential part of the ‘intermediate solution’ is to examine
individual systems thoroughly, in as much detail as possible,
and to combine or interpret the knowledge as a whole. An
important realization demonstrated here is that collaborative
efforts with diverse expertise are key aspects, while accurate
reporting of all data and metadata (e. g., instruments, operating
parameters, reaction steps, etc.) is essential.
The present work identifies the accuracy of characterization
data as a central challenge, since typically only the precision
can be derived from common statistical analysis. The appropriateness or validity of selected characterization techniques for
answering specific questions (e. g., porosimetry and tomography for pore characterization, or XAS, XRD, PDF and TEM for
nanoparticle size analysis) needs to be carefully considered,
especially when individual techniques are used in isolation.
Furthermore, the common interpretation of single (often bulk)
values to describe complex material properties is certain to be
inadequate in the future. A strong example of this is with
© 2022 The Authors. ChemCatChem published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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porosity characterization, in which conventional porosimetry
does provide an accurate measure of total porosity, but
completely fails to distinguish different contributions of each
pore length scale on the total value, for which tomography
analysis is required. Therefore, the currently accepted norm of
comparing single (bulk) parameters obtained from individual
characterization techniques as the basis for catalyst design,
benchmarking of catalytic performance, or selection of lead
candidates for further investigation may be inherently flawed.
Additionally, ways have to be found to evaluate the quality of
collected characterization data, which is difficult. For selected
examples, like databases of XRD based crystal structures, this is
already incorporated to a certain extent. However, it is not
possible to use this simply as a blueprint for other techniques,
so proposing and establishing quality checks is an open
challenge for the community.
A first attempt towards improving catalyst characterization
could be to investigate and apply distributions of values for
specific catalyst features (e. g., particle size, dispersion, pore
diameter/volume) instead of single mean values with statistical
errors. More complex ways of comparing data and critically
evaluating the applicability of techniques for different material
types, will have to be developed in future. As shown with
different mean Ni particle sizes found by TEM, PDF and H2
chemisorption analysis, it is clear that sample history, measurement conditions, and most probably instrumental differences
can have a strong influence on the result, even when measuring
the same catalyst batch. The current work cannot simply state
which of the obtained values is the correct one, but rather
shows that single values and ‘preferred’ characterization
methods may not provide all necessary information. Further
usage of characterization data is linked to computational
prediction and modeling or simulation of catalyst behavior,
reactor performance, and kinetics. Validation of developed
models is often based on experimental characterization data,
while typically metadata is not considered, or included to a very
limited extent. We expect that in future models have to be
applied which rather do not simply take single parameters as
input information from characterization, rather a more holistic
view on characterization techniques is required. For example, a
full pore size distribution together with metadata information
about measurement conditions, data analysis pathways and
assumption in those should be considered. This approach might
not be directly valuable for single cases or shows directly visible
results but are a prerequisite to evaluate these often-unseen
influences during future big data analysis.
In summary, there is a clear need to progress towards a
future in which catalysis research is guided by data rather than
trial and error approaches. This is relevant to all stages of the
catalyst life cycle, from synthesis, to activation, to stable and
consistent performance for a target process. Characterization
holds the key to unlock this door, but efforts are required to
develop more accurate and meaningful use of catalyst characterization data. This will ideally include the use of reference
materials between different instruments and reactor systems,
incorporation of data from multiple sources for a single target
property, and a better appreciation of physical accuracy and
ChemCatChem 2022, 14, e202101878 (12 of 18)

not only statistical precision in catalyst characterization. The
community must be ready to meet these challenges through
concerted collaborative efforts.

Conclusions
The present work shows the detailed characterization of an
industrial Ni/Al2O3 catalyst (SPP2080-IMRC), used within the framework of the collaborative research program SPP2080. The sample
is applied as a single batch reference catalyst for CO2 methanation
to exclude or minimize the influence of synthesis history on the
material properties. This approach permits a detailed investigation
of characterization as a central pillar of catalysis research. The aim
is to identify the near future challenges of rational catalyst design
and targeted process optimization in heterogeneous catalysis
research. The concept of using a singular defined reference
catalyst across many different research groups, different instrumental setups, and investigation by a variety of characterization
techniques, is rare in academic catalysis research. Furthermore, the
present work is the basis for future more detailed studies of the
SPP2080-IMRC under in situ and operando conditions, including
dynamic studies. The characterization data in the present work is
mainly focused on (i) pore structure, (ii) Ni particle size distribution
and (iii) catalytic performance testing. These were identified as
parameters of high importance which likewise can be investigated
through a variety of methods. The porosity and Ni particle size
distribution analysis clearly revealed limitations of the state-of-theart reporting of certain material properties, e. g., pore or particle
diameter. It is to be expected that the common reporting and
usage of single mean values, with precision in terms of standard
deviation, is limited in its application to create “digital twins”. As a
prominent example, this was clearly shown by immense differences in the porosity characterization between advanced 3D
imaging techniques and conventional methods. The future
challenge will be to define different ways of reporting relevant
information about a material with accessible metadata, as the
accuracy of the information is important for a true “digital twin”.
This challenge can only be solved by the whole catalysis
community and is not feasible through the efforts of individual
groups acting alone. The present reference catalyst is an ideal
candidate to find solutions for many questions in the frame of
digitization in catalysis and should be a stimulation for others to
find and apply reference materials for certain reactions. In future,
the present knowledge has to be enhanced by further in situ and
operando studies to understand the catalyst structure under
reaction conditions. Finally, this showcase may in future lead to
the creation of a “digital twin” of the catalyst which can then be
further taken as input for rational catalyst design or process
optimization, becoming a suitable guiding example for the
catalysis community.
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Experimental Section

ramping up the temperature (20 K min 1) to 773 K in He while
detecting desorbing species with the TCD.

H2 Temperature-Programmed Reduction (TPR)
H2-TPR analysis was performed on a BELCAT II catalyst analyzer
(MicrotracBEL Corp.) equipped with a thermal conductivity detector
(TCD) and a H2O trap. For a typical experiment, 50 mg catalyst was
placed inside the quartz glass reactor. The sample was activated at
573 K for 15 min in an O2-Ar mixture (FO2/FAr = 1/4) of a total flow
rate of 30 cm3 min 1. Then, the flow was switched to pure Ar with a
total flow rate of 20 cm3 min 1, and the instrument was allowed to
equilibrate for 20 min. Finally, using a H2-Ar mixture (FH2/FAr = 1/9)
and a total flow rate of 30 cm3 min 1, the reactor was heated to
1273 K at a heating rate of 10 K min 1 and kept at the final
temperature for 20 min.

H2 Chemisorption
Pulsed H2 chemisorption experiments were carried out using a
Quantachrome Autosorb iQ-AG (Quantachrome, USA) instrument
equipped with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). 50 mg of the
catalyst powder were loaded in the U-shaped reactor of the
instrument and held in place with quartz wool. Prior to the
measurements, all samples were reduced at 723 K for 10 h (20 K
heating ramp) in H2 (5 vol % in N2) to ensure full reduction of the
catalyst. The sample was subsequently cooled down to 323 K and
in total 16 pulses of pure H2 (262 μL per pulse) were injected into a
N2 carrier gas stream (35 mLN min 1), monitoring the H2 consumption with the TCD. Next, the sample was heated to 573 K in N2 for
2 h in order to remove any adsorbed H atoms from the metallic
surface, before cooling the sample down again to 303 K to repeat
the titration experiment. In total, three consecutive pulsed chemisorption experiments were performed this way. Based on the
measured H2 uptake (nH2), the Ni surface area (SNi) was calculated
according to Equation (1) assuming dissociative H2 adsorption on Ni
(z = 2):

SNi ¼

nH2 NA z
mcat s Ni

(1)

Here, NA represents Avogadro’s constant, mcat the mass of the
catalyst sample, and sNi the assumed number of surface atoms per
unit area (15.4 Ni atoms nm 2).[48] Further, the Ni dispersion (DNi)
was determined by Equation (2) taking the molecular weight of Ni
(MNi = 58.71 g mol 1) and the Ni weight fraction in the catalyst
(wNi = 0.09) into account.

DNi ¼

nH2 z MNi
wNi

(2)

CO2 Chemisorption and Temperature-Programmed
Desorption (CO2-TPD)
A pulsed CO2 chemisorption immediately followed by a temperature-programmed desorption experiment was performed on the
same instrument as the H2 chemisorption measurements. Here,
100 mg of the catalyst powder was used, loaded in the U-shaped
reactor and reduced in an analogous manner to the H2 chemisorption experiments. After reductive pre-treatment, the sample
was cooled down to 303 K and 7 pulses of pure CO2 (272 μL per
pulse) were injected into a He gas stream (35 mLN min 1). The
reactor was flushed for 10 min to remove any residual CO2, before
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Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transformed
Spectroscopy (DRIFTS)
DRIFTS measurements were performed to complement the CO2
chemisorption experiments using a Varian-670 FT-IR spectrometer
equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled MCT detector and an IR cell
in praying mantis geometry (VC-DRM-5, Harrick). All spectra were
recorded with a resolution of 4 cm 1 in absorbance mode and the
average of 128 scans (acquisition time: 78 sec) is shown here. As
the DRIFTS cell could not reach the required temperature for the
reduction of the catalyst, the pellets were reduced ex situ at 723 K
for 10 h in flowing H2, removed at room temperature and
subsequently quickly transferred to the DRIFTS cell under exclusion
of air. Only when mounting the sample in the IR cell, exposure to
air could not be avoided for a short time. Afterwards, the sample
compartment was flushed with He to remove any air and the
samples were subjected to an additional in situ activation step at
673 K in 20 vol % H2/He (total flow rate: 100 mL min 1) for 60 min
(heating time: 30 min). After activation, the samples were cooled
down to 303 K in He and the background was acquired. To
determine the CO2 adsorption configuration the sample was
exposed to 2 vol % CO2 in He at a total flowrate of 100 mLN min 1
for 120 min during which several spectra were collected. The
acquired spectra were processed with the LabSpec5 (Horiba)
software. A careful background correction was performed before
deconvoluting the spectra using the Gauss-Lorentzian model.

Hg Porosimetry
Hg porosimetry analysis was conducted on a Pascal 140 (ThermoScientific, Waltham, MA, USA) for data points from pressures up to
250 kPa and a Pascal 440 (ThermoScientific, Waltham, MA, USA) for
data points from pressures between 250 kPa to 400 MPa. The
contact angle used was 140° with a surface tension of 0.48 N m 1.
The pore width was calculated by the Washburn equation from the
intrusion curve.[49] The meso- and macropore width with the
maximum differential pore volume are referred to as modal
mesopore width (wP,meso) and modal macropore width (wP,macro),
respectively. An experimental error of 5 % is expected for specific
pore volumes and pore widths. Prior to analysis, some part of the
material was crushed in a Retsch PM 100 planetary ball mill at
450 rpm for 5 min with ZrO2 balls. A sieve fraction of 100–300 μm
diameter was then used for the “powder” sample analysis additionally to pellets.

Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry
(ICP-OES)
ICP-OES was conducted using a Optima 8000 instrument (Perkin
Elemer Waltham, MA, USA) equipped with a Scott/crossflow sample
injection system. Samples were dissolved in a mixture of hydrofluoric (47–51 wt.%, Normatom, VWR, Radnor, PA, USA), nitric (67–
90 wt.%, Normatom, VWR, Radnor, PA, USA), and hydrochloric acid
(34–37 wt.%, Normatom, VWR, Radnor, PA, USA) in an Multiwave
3000 (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) microwave prior to analysis.

N2 Sorption
N2 sorption experiments were conducted on a BELSORP-miniX
equipment. Samples were degassed at 523 K for at least 6 h. The
adsorption and desorption isotherms were recorded at 77 K and
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analyzed using the BELSORP BELMasterTM software (total pore
volume determined at p/p0 � 0.99). Specific surface area and pore
width distribution were determined by the BET method[50] (p/p0 =
0.05–0.30, adsorption branch) and BJH method[51] (desorption
branch), respectively. An experimental error of 5 % is expected for
specific surface area, specific pore volume, and pore width. Pellet
and powder (see Hg porosimetry) samples were used for analysis.

He Pycnometry
He pycnometry was performed on a Pycnomatic ACT EVO instrument (Porotec, Germany) at room temperature. For analysis, at least
10 pulses of He with a gas pressure of 2 bar were used. The final
skeletal density was calculated by taking the average value of at
least four consecutive measurements with an experimental error of
0.001 g cm 3. The total porosity (ɛtot) of the sample was calculated
from Equation (3) using the skeletal density (1), determined via He
pycnometry, and the total specific pore volume (VP,tot), determined
from Hg porosimetry. The meso- and macroporosity were calculated likewise, using the specific mesopore and specific macropore
volume in the numerator, respectively.

etot ¼

V p; tot
1

V p; tot þ 1

� 100%

(3)

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Imaging
SEM imaging was performed with a Leo 1530 instrument from Zeiss
company operated at 5 kV acceleration voltage and equipped with
an Everhart-Thornley and inlens detector for secondary electron
detection. The spheres were cut and fixed on SEM sample holder
with conductive carbon glue. For conductivity the samples were
sputtered with gold using a Balzers MED 010 sputter coater.

Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD) and Pair Distribution
Function (PDF) Analysis
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data was acquired at PETRA III
beamline P21.1 at DESY in Hamburg (Germany). The X-ray energy
was 102 keV (wavelength of 0.1215 Å) and the powder diffraction
patterns were collected using a Perkin Elmer XRD1621. The powder
was measured in quartz capillaries (WJM-Glas, Berlin, Germany) of
1 mm diameter with 1 s exposure time per pattern. The sample was
activated in situ using a hot-air blower available at the beamline,
while gases were dosed using a custom-made gas-dosing system of
mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst) and on-line gas analysis was
done using an OMNI-Star GSD 320 mass spectrometer (Pfeiffer
Vacuum). The temperature of the hot-air blower was calibrated
before the experiment, using a Type-K thermocouple inside an
empty capillary. For activation the catalyst was heated from room
temperature to 773 K with 10 K min 1 with a total flow of 10 mL
25 %H2/75 %He, and hold for 1 h before cooling to 673 K to analyze
the activated catalyst presented in this study. The collected 2D
powder patterns were radially integrated using xpdtools,[52] and the
pair distribution function (PDF) was calculated with PDFgetX3.[53]
The PDF modelling was done using DiffPy-cmi.[54]

Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) and
Electron Tomography (ET)
STEM and ET experiments were performed on a Thermo Fisher
Scientific Themis 300 equipped with probe corrector and operated
at 300 kV in STEM mode with a convergence angle of 21.5 mrad, a
ChemCatChem 2022, 14, e202101878 (14 of 18)

nominal beam diameter of 0.1 nm and a beam current of 154 pA.
STEM and ET analysis were performed on a spent catalyst sample
after activation (2 h, 773 K, 25 % H2/75 % He) and catalytic testing at
three different temperatures (523, 623, 673 K) with increasing
temperature steps (each 1 h, 20 % H2/5 % CO2/75 % He). The catalyst
was tested in a continuous flow type laboratory reactor as
described in Ref. [26].
Eight different high-angle annular dark field (HAADF)-STEM images
were used for particle size analysis with magnifications in the range
of 2.75 to 5.50 Mx. Particle size analysis was performed using
ImageJ.[55] A Gaussian blurred background of the image was
subtracted from the original image to allow for threshold-based Ni
particle labelling. The contours of identified Ni particles were
checked with the original images to manually remove artefacts and
incorrectly identified labels. The area of the particles was
determined, and the particle size was approximated assuming
spherical particles for in total 875 labelled particles.
Samples for ET were ground in an agate mortar and suspended in
EtOH to add a droplet of the suspension on a 100 × 400 mesh
carbon-coated Cu-TEM grid (Quantifoil Micro Tools GmbH) with a
support film thickness of 10–20 nm. Subsequent to drying under
atmospheric conditions for 30 min, 6 nm diameter Au colloidal
particles were added. ET measurements were performed with a
Fischione 2020 tomography holder (Fischione Instruments). Tilt
series of HAADF-STEM images were acquired for two particles with
the Xplore3D software 3.1 (FEI Company) over a tilt range of 74 to
76° ( 68 to 76° used for reconstruction) for ET1 and 66 to 78°
( 60 to 74° used for reconstruction) for ET2 in 2° increments. The
tilt series was aligned using IMOD[56] with 20 Au particles as fiducial
markers, their position was manually refined, allowing for refinement of image rotation and magnification. The mean residual
alignment errors were 0.20 and 0.18 nm for ET1 and ET2,
respectively. After 100 iterations of a simultaneous iterative
reconstruction technique (SIRT),[57] the reconstructions were
denoised using the “Median 3D” and “Enhance Local Contrast
(ELAHE)” plugins of ImageJ.[55] After applying 10 iterations of
discrete algebraic reconstruction technique (DART)[58] implemented
in the “TomoJ” plugin,[59] the final reconstructions were obtained.
The reconstructed isotropic voxel sizes are 0.29 nm (ET1) 0.58 nm
(ET2).

Holographic X-ray Computed Tomography (HXCT)
From the same spent catalyst sample as for STEM and ET studies a
suitable particle was mounted on an Al tomography pin using a
Strata 400 S FIB/SEM (FEI Company). The particle was attached to a
micromanipulator by Pt deposition, then transferred and Pt-glued
on the Al-pin. The sample on the pin is shown in Figure S2.
The nano-tomographic reconstruction was obtained at the ID16ANI beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF).
The experiment was performed at high energy (17.1 keV) ensuring
the transmission of the X-ray across the sample and thus allowing
the reconstruction of a large field of view. Two multilayer coated
Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirrors are used to focus the X-ray beam
down to � 23(h) × 37(v) nanometers.[60] This unique nanometric
focus size is coupled with very high photon flux (up to 1013 photons
s 1), high monochromaticity (ΔE/E � 1%) and high spatial coherence
thanks to the large propagation distance between the source and
the experimental hutch.
The 3D reconstruction was obtained using holographic X-ray
computed tomography (HXCT).[61] Holography is a full-field imaging
technique based on the free-space propagation of the X-rays. The
projections are obtained with the sample out-of-focus and the
radiographs consist in the magnified near-field in-line holograms of
© 2022 The Authors. ChemCatChem published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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the sample (Fresnel diffraction) containing the information of the
phase shift induced by the materials on the X-ray beam. Moreover,
taking advantage of the geometric magnification effect of the
divergent cone beam, it is possible to select the voxel size in the
final reconstruction by changing the relative distance between the
sample and the X-ray focal plane. For the tomography reconstruction, 1800 radiographies are acquired over 180° with an exposure
time of 0.25 s at four different sample-to-focus positions along the
optical axis. This longitudinal diversity allows to enhance the final
resolution of the volume thanks to the increase of information.[62]
Moreover, for each angle, random in-plane motions of the samples
are added to avoid ring-shaped artifacts in the final 3D volume.[63]
Once the projections have been acquired, flat-field correction is
applied to all the images and the radiographies of the 2nd, 3rd, and
4th distances are resized via interpolation to match the pixel size of
the 1st distance, which determines the voxel size in the final
reconstruction (25 nm). Afterwards, the resized projections at the
four distances are carefully aligned to each other[64] and the 2D
phase map for each angle is determined from the four aligned
projections by using an iterative phase-retrieval procedure implemented in GNU Octave.[65,66] The final tomographic reconstruction is
obtained by using the filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithm on
the aligned phase maps. This last step is performed using the
PyHST software package developed at the ESRF.[67] The final volume
is a 3D map in which the value in each voxel is a quantitative
representation of the real part of the local refractive index
decrement (δ), which is proportional to the electron density.[68] The
spatial resolution in the final 3D volume has been measured by
analyzing the edge profile at the interface between two material
phases. The measured data have been fitted with a hyperbolic
tangent function and a 10–90 % criterion was applied to determine
the physical resolution in the volume.[69] The same procedure has
been applied on different interfaces to be statistically representative. Using this methodology, a mean value of � 94 nm was found
whereas the best value was � 54 nm corresponding to approximately two voxels (see Figure S3).

X-ray Microtomography (μ-XCT)
μ-XCT analysis was performed using a Zeiss Xradia Versa 520 X-ray
microscope (Pleasanton, United States). The sample was scanned
using a 4X objective lens in binning 2 mode with a tungsten X-ray
source. The instrument was operated at 40 kV and 76 μA, employing a low energy filter to optimize transmission and signal to noise
ratio. The chosen setting provided an optical magnification of 3.95
and voxel size of 2.67 μm. The sample was scanned within the
entire range of 0–360° and 2041 images were acquired with an
exposure time of 1 s per image. The scanning time highly depends
on number of recorded projections and exposure time. This
parameter setting led to a scanning time around 2 h.
Reconstructions were done manually with a commercial software
package (Zeiss XMReconstructor), which uses an algorithm based
on standard filtered back-projection. The procedure for manual
reconstruction consists of two main steps: finding the correct value
for center of rotation and the beam hardening constant. The center
shift value is the amount, in pixels, that the axis of rotation is offset
from the detector’s center column. Images with incorrect center
shift are unfocused and blurry, while images with correct center
shift are focused and clear, with clean edge features. Beam
hardening effect results in non-uniform intensity signals in
reconstructed views where the sample density remains the same.
Therefore, in order to reduce this artifact, the proper correction
constant should be selected and performed on a focused image.
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Image Analysis of ET, HXCT and μ-XCT
Image analysis of the reconstructed ET, HXCT and μ-XCT was
performed with Avizo v.9.7.0 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). First the
tomograms were masked from the surrounding air by thresholding,
lasso and interpolation tools of the segmentation editor to obtain a
whole particle label. Afterwards, the particle label was segmented
by thresholding into solid and pore labels (for ET thresholding is
performed only to assign the labels). Closing and opening modules
were used to remove segmentation artefacts as indicated in
brackets from the solid (ET1: closing 1 px, opening 1 px; ET2: closing
1 px, opening 1 px; HXCT: opening 1 px) and pore labels (ET1:
opening 3 px; ET2: opening 2 px; HXCT: opening 1 px). The pore label
was further separated into individual labelled pores using the
separate objects module (ET1: skeleton-aggressive, marker extent =
1 px; ET2: skeleton-aggressive, marker extent = 1 px; HXCT: chamferconservative, marker extent = 1 px). The solid, pores and separated
pore labels where quantitatively analyzed using the label analysis
module, solid (Volume3D, Area3D, BaryCenterX, BaryCenterY, BaryCenterZ), total pores (Volume3D, Area3D), separated pores
(Area3D, deq, Volume3D, Sphericity, Length3D, Width3D, AspectRatio, BaryCenterX, BaryCenterY, BaryCenterZ). For the two ET the
separated pore labels were used to derive a pore network model by
the generate pore network model module, which results in labelled
spherical pores and cylindrical throats connecting the pores. For
each spherical pore an equivalent spherical diameter (deq, Eq. (5))
analysis was performed, while for each throat the cylindrical throat
diameter (dthroat) was derived.
Statistical analysis and visualization of the retrieved quantitative
image analysis results was performed with python-scripts using
NumPy,[70] SciPy[71] and matplotlib[72] packages. Statistical analysis
mainly consisted of the porosity / pore volume and throat volume
weighted distribution analysis of deq and dthroat.
The porosity for each tomogram (ɛtomo) was calculated according to
the following Equation (4):

etomo ¼

V pores
� 100%
V pores þ Vsolid

(4)

With Vpores as the volume of the pore label and Vsolid the volume of
the (nanoporous) solid label in the tomogram. For the separated
pore labels the equivalent spherical pore diameter (deq) was
calculated according to the following relation [Eq. (5)]:

rffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3 6 V pore
deq ¼
p

(5)

With Vpore as the volume of an individual pore. The macroporosity
(ɛM) based on the tomography studies is defined as the ɛtomo
obtained from HXCT. The mesoporosity (ɛm) is calculated using the
average ɛtomo of the two ET and considering this average porosity as
the porosity value of the nanoporous solid label of the HXCT.

Catalytic Activity Measurements
To perform catalytic activity measurements, three catalyst particle
spheres with a total weight of 30.3 mg are placed into a quartz
glass tube with an inner diameter of 8 mm, an outer diameter of
10 mm, and a length of 40 cm. Each catalyst particle sphere is
separated by a quartz glass bead with a diameter of about 2.5 mm,
as shown in FigureS 1a, ESI. The spheres are fixed with quartz glass
wool from both sides. Additionally, 0.5 g silicon carbide is placed in
front of the catalyst spheres, to ensure isothermal and uniformly
distributed gas flow. The silicon carbide is also kept in place by
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quartz glass wool. Type K thermocouples are placed before and
behind the packing. The latter is considered as reaction temperature. The setup is also used with the same mass of powder (415–
500 μm sieve fraction) of crushed catalyst spheres, which was
diluted with a 1 : 9 ratio in silicon carbide powder (Figure S1b).
After the glass tube is placed into a furnace and sealed, gases (CO2
3.0, H2 5.0, He 5.0, Westfalen AG) are supplied via mass flow
controllers (El-Flow® Select, Bronkhorst Deutschland Nord GmbH).
The product gas is cooled down to 276 K to condensate water and
a constant flow of 15 Nml min 1 nitrogen (N2 5.0, Westfalen AG) is
added as internal standard. Potentially remaining water is separated
with a membrane before the product gases, in particular the flow
rates of CO2, CO, CH4, are determined by gas chromatography (490
Micro GC System, Agilent Technologies, Inc.).
Before the catalytic activity measurements are conducted, the
catalyst is dried at a furnace temperature of 393 K with
120 Nml min 1 of a 1 : 1 mixture of H2 and He. Afterwards, the
furnace temperature is increased to 673 K and the catalyst is
reduced for eight hours under the same gas composition.
Subsequently, the catalyst is aged at reaction conditions (FCO2 =
20 Nml min 1, FH2 = 80 Nml min 1, FHe = 100 Nml min 1, p = 1.2 bar(a))
at 773 K for eight hours. Five product gas samples are taken at each
furnace temperature, following a step change profile from 773 to
523 K in steps of 25 K. The temperature difference before and
behind the packing is below 7 K and the furnace temperature is up
to 15 K higher than the reaction temperature. The carbon balance
is closed to more than 99 % in all cases.

Catalytic Tests in a Parallel Testing Unit
Catalytic tests were carried out in an in-house developed set-up
containing 50 continuous-flow fixed-bed stainless-steel tubular
(inner diameter 4 mm, length of 235 mm) reactors. The total feed
flow was equally distributed among the reactors. In a typical test,
the catalyst (425–450 μm fraction) diluted by SiC with a mass ratio
of 1 : 9 was loaded within the isothermal zone of the reactor. To
achieve different degrees of CO2 conversion, different catalyst
amounts (0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.125 and 0.15 g) were used. Before
starting the methanation reaction, each catalyst sample was
reduced in situ at 673 K and 1 bar in a flow of H2/N2 = 1/1
(12 mL min 1 per reactor) for 4 h. Then, the reactors were cooled to
523 K (1 K min 1) in N2 followed by feeding a H2/CO2/N2 = 0.8/0.2/9
mixture with a flow rate of 12 mL min 1 per reactor and increasing
the pressure to 10 bar. Outlet gases after each reactor were
analyzed five times with 7 h intervals between each measurement.
In total, the catalyst was tested for 28 h on stream at this
temperature. Hereafter, the temperature was initially reduced to
498, 473 K and then increased to 548 and 573 K, and finally
decreased back to 523 K. The feed flow was not interrupted upon
temperature changes. The tests at each temperature were carried
out as at 523 K.
The feed components and the reaction products were analyzed by
an on-line Agilent 7890A gas chromatograph equipped with a
flame ionization detector (FID) and a thermal conductivity detector
(TCD). HP Plot/Q (for CO2) and MolSieve 5A (for H2, O2, N2, CH4 and
CO) columns are connected to TCD, while AL/S and FFAP columns
are connected to FID for separating C1–C8 and C9–C18 hydrocarbons,
respectively. To avoid condensation of higher hydrocarbons,
stainless steel lines between the reactor outlet and the GC inlet
were heated to around 453 K. The conversion of CO2 (X ðCO2 Þ) and
selectivity to each gas-phase product (SðiÞ) were calculated by
Equations (6) and (7):
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X ðCO2 Þ ¼ 1

n_ out
CO2
n_ inCO2

a n_ out
SðiÞ ¼ Pn i i out
_
i¼1 ai ni

(6)

(7)

where n_ inCO2 and n_ out
CO2 stand for the molar fraction of CO2 in the inlet
and outlet gas, respectively. SðiÞ is the selectivity to product i, ai is
the carbon number in each product. n_ i with superscripts'in' and'out'
is the fraction of product i at the reactor inlet and outlet,
respectively. Reaction-induced changes in the number of moles
were taken into account by using N2 as an internal standard.
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